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性搜索算法结合组成检测系统，在 INRIA 数据集上的平均漏检率为 48%，与基
于 HOG 特征的经典检测算法相当。当误检率为 10-1 至 100 时，该算法性能明显
优于基于 HOG 特征的算法。




99.3%，而第一个 CNN 分类后获得的候选窗口的召回率为 95.0%。将多线索融合
策略和级联 CNN 检测框架结合组成检测系统，在 INRIA 数据集上的平均漏检率
为 40%。它比基于选择性搜索策略的检测算法 48%的平均漏检率降低 8%，同时





























As a key research direction in computer vision, the pedestrian detection
technology provides a fundamental support for applications such as object tracking,
behavior understanding, intelligent driving system and advanced human-computer
interaction system. Due to the non-rigid property of human body, pedestrian detection
is vulnerable to complicated background, occlusion, deformation of the body and
changes of light conditions, which make it become a difficult research task.
In this paper, the basic structure of object detection systems and some classic
technologies are introduced. And the development of pedestrian detection in the past
twenty years and deep learning technologies are discussed. Then the convolutional
neural networks are used for detection. The main contributions are as follows:
(1) A Cascade-CNN detection framework is proposed, in which the first CNN
classifies candidate windows roughly and the second one removes false positives
elaborately. The mini-batches Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm is used to train
the networks in this framework. Experiment shows that the average miss rate obtained
by the proposed Cascade-CNN based on Selective Search algorithm is 48%, which is
approximately equal to that obtained by the method based on HOG. When the false
positive rate is between 0.1 and 1, our framework outperforms the method based on
HOG obviously. In addition, the Cascade-CNN has a simple structure and it runs fast.
(2) A multi-cue object proposals extraction algorithm based on the Edge Boxes
and BING algorithms is proposed. The proposed algorithm can find almost 99.3%
objects in original images and 95.0% objects after the first CNN in 0.223 seconds,
which is about a hundred times faster than the same operation using the Selective
Search algorithm. The average miss rate obtained by the Cascade-CNN method based
on multi-cue fusion is 40%, which is 8% less than that obtained by the Cascade-CNN
method based on the Selective Search algorithm. Moreover, the proposed pedestrian
method outperforms several other methods such as HOG and FtrMine.
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